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The dog ate my VIF

Stephen Bellerby

My MOT is in the other car

#55 TVR 3000M

“I have left it at home’ is not an acceptable excuse, the VIF
and MOT are as important as your Competition Licence.

In the Castle Combe race report we
mistakenly wrote that Stephen spun in
The Esses but have subsequently realised
it was ‘the other’ yellow TVR, apologies
to Stephen for the error, we hope that
he is enjoying
his racing with
70s this year.

As mentioned before (a number of times) it is one of the
Championship Regulations that all competing cars in classes
A to F must have a current VIF. As a concession whilst
outstanding VIF applications are being processed competitors
should carry a copy of the front page of their application
along with a current valid MOT both of which which must be
available for checking at all rounds.
So that Matthew can concentrate on approving the VIF’s
currently outstanding we will carry out checks regarding VIF’s
and MOT’s ourselves starting at Cadwell Park, please make
sure you bring all appropriate documents with you.

Final instructions
Please read the Final Instructions.
At Silverstone it appeared not every
competitor realised it was a rolling start or
understood the rolling start procedures.
Specifically: Competing cars must hold
their position and speed as the front
row of the grid approaches the start line
the red lights on the starting gantry will
be extinguished denoting the start of
the race but there is no overtaking or
changing of direction for any cars prior
to crossing the start line.

Championship Logos

Preferred arrangement of HSCC & Class stickers
A HSCC badge, 70s logo and Class sticker must be displayed
on each side of the race car, the preferred arrangement is as
indicated in the diagram, although on some cars such as the
Lotus 7 we realise this is not practical.
Please can competitors ensure that the stickers are placed in
alignment with each other either vertically or horizontally and
mirror each other on both sides of the car.
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SILVERSTONE - 21st - 22nd April 2016

YEARS
William Jenkins
1996 - Porsche 914-6
2016 - Porsche 914-6

HIGHEST
SECTOR SPEED
Charles Barter
SECTOR 1

JULIAN BARTER
Lotus Elan/Europa
2 Cars – 2 Races - 2 Wins

219
WEBISTE VISITORS
THIS MONTH
from Canada to
Costa Rica

492
PEOPLE
REACHED
on facebook

162

FOLLOWERS
on twitter
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2.46

MUM & SON
Sarah Hutchison
and John Hutchison
Reliant Scimitar

FASTEST LAP TIME
Julian Barter
Lotus Europa
Av. 78.85 mph

DIFFERENT TYPES
OF PORSCHE
911 SC
924
914-6

CARS ENTERED
from 10 different
Manufacturers
PLACES
GAINED
Mark Bennett
MGB V8

100’s

SAFETY CAR
DRIVER
Graham Hall Jaguar F-Type

CATS & DOGS
Weather:
Damp Drizzle
followed by
Wet Rain

Silverstone
International
Trophy
Saturday 21 May 2016

J

ulian Barter finished the Silverstone
race wearing a huge grin. 70s Road
Sports can lift the spirits and brighten
the mood on even the dullest, dampest
days and Saturday 21 May was certainly
one of those dullest dampest days.
As competitors headed out for the 9.00am
practice the air was full of moisture a sort
of dank dampness that seeps into every
crevice, forming a film on the track
surface to create the perfect conditions
for a skidpan.

© www.charliewooding.co.uk

Charles Barter didn’t so much grab pole
as slide his 240Z into it, matching the
MST prediction by setting his best
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3 sector times on the same lap, Julian
lined up alongside his father just a
second slower despite the Europa being
only 7th quickest through the speed
trap, a good performance, but eclipsed
by Chris Fisher who completely out
performed the little Arkley qualifying
12th despite being only 27th quickest
through the speed trap.
The Porsche 911’s of Will Leverett and
John Williams locked out the second
row although separated by a couple of
seconds, followed by Robert Gate’s
E-Type and Barry Davison in the first of
the Elans. Brian Jarvis grabbed a good
7th in his Class D Porsche 924 on his
final practice lap, just ahead of a subdued
Jim Dean who was also sharing a E-Type
with Steve Skipworth in the Jaguar
Classic Challenge race.
Mark Oldfield qualified an impressive
9th despite a problem with his HANS
which limited the movement of his left
arm, ahead of 70s legend Paul Stafford
who has been racing in the Championship
with the same Datsun 240Z since its

Will Morton had
great fun slipping
and sliding in his
Porsche 924.
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inception in 1996 along with Sarah
Hutchinson who started with a Lotus 7,
although this weekend was supporting
son John in the family Reliant Scimitar.
William Jenkins who entered a Porsche
914-6 for this race is another racer whose
history with 70s goes back 20 years,
although not the same car it was the
same model as the one he raced in the
Championship’s first year. Over time he
has dipped into 70s with a number of
interesting and nicely presented cars
and we remain hopeful that one day he
will find the time to complete another
full season in a car that is suitable for
one of the Championship classes.
Johan Denekamp was 14th and quickest
of the TVR contingent seven tenths
ahead of Steve Moore who put on a
good show to be quickest Alfa and third
in Class D, one place ahead of Steve
Skipworth’s Lotus Europa and Will
Morton who finally appears to have
found some reliability from his 928.
Followed by Matthew Nichols and
Robert Barter’s Jensen Healey in 19th.
For the rolling start Charles kept the pack
tight behind the Pace Car and no-one
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dozed off in the middle of the group
so when they were released through
Woodcote, 34 cars accelerated as one
towards Copse in a splendid blur of
colour, by the time they reached the
Chapel, Becketts complex Will Leverett
and Julian had relegated Charles to 3rd,
Will then used the superior straight line
speed of the Porsche to power past the
Europe into the lead at Stowe which he
held briefly until slipping wide at Abbey
and releasing Julian and Charles.
As the rain began to fall on lap 2 Charles
saw no reason to put Julian under pressure
as the leading pair eased away from the
rest of the jostling pack who entertained
themselves and ‘the spectator’ with lots of
opposite lock action, not all of it planned,
but fun to watch.
Jim Dean jumped up to fifth with an
enthusiastic opening lap but dropped
away from the Porsche of John Williams
who in turn could not match the pace of
Will Leverett.
Paul Stafford and Steve Cooke’s Lotus 7
moved from 10th and 11th on the grid
swapping places in the process to finish
7th and 6th, just 0.446sec apart after 20

Will Leverett
ICK
challenges Julian
CL ERE
H
Barter for the lead on
the approach to Stowe
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70s Road Sports can lift the spirits and brighten
the mood on even the dullest, dampest days and
Saturday was certainly one of those dullest dampest
days.
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Further back David Tomkinson was
another driver reveling in the conditions,
his class F Triumph Spitfire finished
20th, holding its own ahead of a TVR
3000M both Alfa 2000 GTV’s and Nigel
Ashley’s Lotus Europa which was a full
10mph faster through the speed trap on
the Hanger Straight. Mark Bennett also
had an enjoyable race, despite qualifying
27th in his MGB GT V8 he had a storming
race gaining 13 places to finish first in
class A.
Robert Gate qualified 5th in his E-Type
but endured a horrible afternoon, most of
the time he appeared to be wrestling a
greased pig, he tried parking in the
gravel at Becketts but the excellent
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Silverstone marshals efficiently extracted
him and sent him on his way again to
finish an ignominious 30th although on
the plus side still only a lap down following
numerous excursions.

Brian Jarvis struggled
to shake of the ArkleyICK
CL ERE
H
driven enthusiastically
by Chis Fisher

The race ended with a lot of smiles and
tales of daring do, despite the conditions
there were only 2 retirements both
mechanically related, Peter Richards Clan
stopped on lap 2 and Steve Moore retired
his Alfetta GTV 2000 due to fading brakes.
On the slowing down lap with his misfire
getting worse due to a faulty alternator
Julian took a short-cut through the
infield but then had to push the car into
parc ferme after the engine stopped in
the pitlane.

Charles and Robert
Gate discuss the size
of the greased pig
Robert grappled with
throughout the race.

NEXT RACE:
Cadwell Park,
18 & 19 June
Rounds 3 & 4
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Mark Oldfield slipped back to 19th on
the opening lap but worked overtime to
fight his way back to 10th and second
in class D which made up almost on
third of the entry. Will Morton made up
four places to finished 13th in ‘Project
Porsche’ although almost certainly
spurred on by the thought that he had
promised his wife he would be at a
friends wedding service 30 miles away
just 10 minutes after the end of the race,
seen still discussing ‘experiences’ half
an hour later we can assume he probably
didn’t make it.

© www.charliewooding.co.uk

entertaining minutes of racing. Chris
Fisher managed to jump past Brian Jarvis
and made a nuisance of himself teasing
the much more powerful car until Brian
manage to regain the position 2 laps
from home to finish 8th ahead of the
very impressive ‘Pocket Rocket Man’ in
a car from the smallest capacity class F.
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Silverstone Lap Chart

A graph mapping the position of all 70s Road Sports Competitors
71		 JB
24		 CB
19		WL
1		 JD
30		 JW
92		 BJ
8		 BD
26		 PS
65		 SC
27
CF
6		
JD
15
20		ML
58		 RB
70		 SS
17		SM
21		WM
131		MB
33		MN
57		MO
12		 NB
76		 DE
10		NA
35		 RG
67
TH
180		 GF
20 80		 DL
55		 SB
54		 SC
7		 DT
25		 WJ
18		MD
77		 SH
49		 PR

Lap 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap Number
25KEY
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Lap 5

Lap 6

Lap 7

Julian Barter
Charles Barter
William Leverett
John WIlliams
Jim Dean
Steve Cooke
Paul Stafford
Brian Jarvis
Chris Fisher
Mark Oldfield
Barry Davison
Robert Barter
Will Morton
Mark Bennett
Mark Leverett
Steve Skipworth
Matthew Nichols
Johan Denekamp
Steven Camplin
David Tomkinson
Neil Brown
Martin Dyson
Stephen Bellerby
David Erwin
Nigel Ashley
Tim Hayes
William Jenkins
David Lane
Simon Holmesmith

Robert Gate
Gary Fletcher
Stephen Moore
Peter Richards

70s Spa Weekend

Congratulations

16-18 September 2016

One wedding and a baby

The more people who enter the Spa races
the more fun it will be and the earlier you
book travel the cheaper it will be.

On Wednesday 25th May
regular 70s competitor and
Lotus Europa racer Nigel Ashley
married the lovely Jane. Top of
Jane’s wedding list – a 2016
competition licence!
.

There are still some good prices available
for ferries and accommodation.
See links below:
Dover to Dunkirk prices currently as
low as £65.00 for car and trailer on
Thursday 15 September and £75.00 for
the return trip on Sunday evening
18 September.
www.dfdsseaways.co.uk/ferry-routes

Congratulations to
Alex & Doris whose
daughter Cameron
Astrid Childs was
born on May 20th.

Folkestone to Calais prices currently
£116.00 for car and trailer on Thursday
morning 15 September and £126.00 for
the return trip Sunday evening
18 September.
www.eurotunnel.com/uk/home/
Hotels in the Malmedy region are
reporting high demand for the Spa
weekend from Thursday night to
Sunday morning but plenty of rooms
are still available at around £200.00
including breakfast for 2 people for
3 nights.
www.booking.com/city/be/malmedy.
en-gb.html
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Proud father Alex
seamlessly adopted
the responsibilities
required of a modern
parent.

Vehicle
Presentation
Keen for 70s racers to
maintain presentation and
authenticity standards we
have included a ‘Proper
1970s Ford Paint Chart’
for those who thought
Vista Orange, Le Mans
Green, Maize Yellow and
Monza Blue were just a
little to gaudy!!!

Top Tip

Video of the month

Mark Oldfield at the Silverstone International
https://youtu.be/qG_ikbY0HKQ
Edited highlights of Mark Oldfield’s recovery drive from 19th
position on the first lap, passing 9 cars in the first 4 laps of the
70s Road Sport Championship race.

Adam Bagnall now has a
flow rig and specialised valve cutting
equipment, so if anyone wants a top
notch head or inlet manifold/carburetors
with the Bagnall magic please call him.
Adam Bagnall Car Developments
07503 215750
clarkbagnall@mypostoffice.co.uk

70s Road Sports
Birthday Party
Oulton Park Gold Cup

We are planing to celebrate the 20th
year of 70s Road Sports at the Oulton
Park Gold Cup, we will provide more
information in the next edition of the
Newsletter.

SSTVRace Castle Combe

Edited broadcast featuring the 70s race
https://youtu.be/-0hOSTHiXJw
All the best 70s bits from the Motors TV coverage of the HSCC
Anniversary Meeting at Castle Combe on Saturday 16 April.
Featuring highlights of the 70s Road Sport race plus the interviews
with Charles and Chris Sharples who came up with the quote of
the weekend. “The future of motor sport is history.”
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70s Road Sports Calendar 2016
Championship Events
16-17 April

Castle Combe

20 minute race

21 - 22 May

Silverstone International

20 minute race

18 -19 June

Cadwell Park

2x 20 minute races

2 - 3 July

Legends of Brands Hatch Super Prix

20 minute race

6 - 7 August

Croft Nostalgia

2x 20 minute races

27-29 August

Oulton Park Gold Cup

20 minute race

16 -18 September

Spa Six Hours

2x 30 minute races

15 October

Silverstone Finals

20 minute race

Brands Hatch SuperPrix
Provisional timetable update
At present the provisional timetable for
70s race at the Legends of Brands
Hatch Super Prix is:
Friday 1 July Qualifying 18.00 – 18.15
Sat
2 July Race
09.00 – 09.20

70s Website
http://70sroadsports.co.uk/

70s Twitter
https://twitter.com/70sRoadSports

70s Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/70sroadsports/

70s Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/202634583435/

Charlie Wooding
http://charliewooding.co.uk
To order any images simply click on the link above or any image in this newsletter.
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Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit,
Silverstone,
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
email: office@hscc.org.uk
tel: 01327 858 400
The views and opinions expressed
in this Newsletter are solely those
of the original authors and other
contributors. These views and
opinions do not necessarily
represent those of the HSCC

